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Last Updated on August 12, 2020 Where do you want to be 5 years from now, 10 years from now, or even this time next year? These places are your destination and although you may know that you don't want to stand still in the same place as you are now, it's not always easy to identify what your real
goals are. Many people think that setting a goal is to have a dream that exists in the distant future but will never be achieved. This proves to be a self-fulfilling prophecy because of two things:First, that the goal is not specifically defined enough in the first place; and secondly, it remains a remote dream
awaiting action that is never taken. Setting your goals is something you need to take some time to think about carefully. The following steps on how to plan your life goals should get you started the journey to your destination.1. Create a List of Your GoalsPeringa destinationgoals are the things that are
important to you. Another word for them is ambition, but ambition sounds like something out of your grasp, whereas goal goals can certainly be achieved if you are willing to try to fight them. So what do you really want to do with your life? What are the main things you want to achieve with your life? What
would you really regret not doing if you suddenly discovered you had a limited amount of time left on earth? Each of these things is the goal. Define each goal in one sentence. If one of these goals is a stepping stone to one of the other goals, remove it from this list because it's not a destination.2. Think
About The Time Frame to Have a Goal AchievedThis is where the 5 year, 10 year, next year plan goes into it. Learn the difference between short-term goals and long-term goals. Some goals will have a shelf life due to age, health, finances, etc., while others will be up to you when you want to achieve
them. 3. Write Your Goals Clearly Write each goal on top of a new piece of paper. For each purpose, write down what you need and don't have now that will allow you to achieve that goal. It can be a kind of education, career change, finances, new skills, etc. Each goal of the stepping stone you remove
will correspond to this exercise. If one of these smaller goals has a sub-goal, do the same process with this so you have the right action points to work with.4. Write Down What You Need to Do for Each Goal Below each item listed, write down the things you need to do to complete each step necessary to
complete the goal. This item will be a checklist. They are a real way to check You are progressing towards achieving your goal. Your record of success!5. Write Your TimeFrame With Specific and Realistic Dates Using the time frame you created, on each goal sheet write the year in the You will complete
the goal with. For any purpose that doesn't have a fixed completion date, think about when you want to complete it and use it as your destination date. Working in a time frame for each goal, note the realistic date on which you will complete each small step.6. Schedule Your To-DosNow take an overview
of all your goal goals and create a schedule of what you need to do this week, this month, this year – to progress along the way to your goal. Write these action points on the schedule, you have a definite date to do something.7. Use your Retikular Activation System to Get Your GoalsLearn in this Lifehack
vlog how you can hack your brain with the Reticular Activation System (RAS) and achieve your goals more efficiently: 8. Review Your Progress At the end of the year, review what you've done this year, mark things from the checklist for each goal goal and write down a schedule with the action points you
need for the following year. While it may take several years to, for example, get the promotion you want because you first need to get an MBA which means getting a job with more money to allow you to finance a part-time degree course, you will eventually manage to achieve your goal goal because you
have planned not only what you want, but how to get it, and have been pro-active to achieve it. More Tips for Achieving GolFeatured photo credits: Debby Hudson via unsplash.com By Anthony Smith Excel is a very popular and widely used Microsoft spreadsheet app. The program is effective for entering,
tracking, and manipulating data. With so many businesses and individuals using and exchanging Excel files, you may decide that it is important to gain at least a basic understanding of how to use the program. Creating a basic six-column spreadsheet is the beginning. Launch Excel and click the File
menu (Excel 2007 users click the Office button.) From the drop-down menu that appears, select New. Click Blank Workbook.. Use your mouse to place the cursor in a cell located in the first column and row, defined as A1. Note A in the column header above the cell and 1 in the row marker to the left of
the cell. Type a heading for the first column of your spreadsheet, and press Enter on your keyboard. For example, if your spreadsheet contains customer information, you can type Customer Name as the first column heading. Place your cursor at the top of the second column (B1) and type a heading for
that column. Continue this process for the remaining four column headings in cells B3 through B6. In our example, you might use headings such as Address, Phone Number, and Email. Place your cursor in the cell just below the first column heading (A2). Type a section data associated with the column
heading above it and press Enter. In our example, you you Type Smith, John. Place your cursor in the cell below the second column heading (B2). Type the data associated with the column heading and the entry you created in cell A2. Continue this process for cells B2 through B6. Add all your other data
to the spreadsheet by positioning your cursor in the first column, just below the previously populated cell, and entering data across the row. Click on the File menu (excel 2007 users click the Office button), and choose Save As. Type a descriptive name for your workbook file, and select the folder where
the file is stored. Click OK to get the job done. The level of difficulty in learning JavaScript depends on the level of knowledge you bring to it. Since the most common way to run JavaScript is as part of a web page, you must first understand HTML. In addition, familiarity with CSS is also useful because
CSS (Cascading Style Sheets) provides the formatting engine behind HTML. HTML is the language of markup, which means that it annotates text for a specific purpose and is readable to humans. HTML is a fairly easy and simple language to learn. Each piece of content is wrapped inside an HTML tag
that identifies the content. Common HTML tags wrap paragraphs, headings, lists, and graphs, for example. HTML tags include content in corner brackets, with the tag name appearing first followed by a set of attributes. The closing tag to match the opening tag is identified by placing a slash in front of the
tag name. For example, here are paragraph elements: And here are the paragraph elements that are the same as the attribute title: JavaScript, however, not the markup language; rather, it is a programming language. That in itself is enough to make learning JavaScript much more difficult than HTML.
While the markup language describes what something is, the programming language defines a series of actions to be performed. Each command written in JavaScript defines an individual action — which can be anything from copying a value from one place to another, performing calculations on
something, testing conditions, or even providing a list of values to be used in running a long set of previously defined commands. Since there are many different actions that can be performed and those actions can be combined in different ways, learning any programming language will be more difficult
than learning the markup language. However, there is a caveat: To be able to use markup language correctly, you need to learn the entire language. Knowing part of the markup language without knowing the rest means you can't mark all page content correctly. But knowing part of the programming
language means you can write programs that use part of the language you know to create programs. Although JavaScript is more complex than HTML, you can start writing which is useful much faster than you might take to learn how to mark web pages with HTML. However, it will take you longer to learn
everything that can be done with JavaScript compared to HTML. If you already know another programming language, then learning JavaScript will be much easier for you than learning another language. Learning your first programming language is always the most difficult, because when you learn the
second and next languages that use similar programming styles, you already understand the programming style and just need to learn how the new language sets the syntax of the command in particular. Programming languages have different styles. If the language you already know has the same style,
or paradigm, than JavaScript, learning JavaScript will be pretty easy. JavaScript supports two styles: procedural, or object-oriented. If you already know the procedural or object-oriented language, you'll find learning to write JavaScript the same way is relatively easy. Another way in which programming
languages differ is that some are compiled while others are interpreted: The compiled language is fed through a compilation that turns the entire code into something that the computer can understand. The compiled version is what will run; if you need to make changes to the program, you will need to
rework the program before running it again. The interpreted language converts the code into something that the computer can understand at the time the individual command is executed; this kind of language was not structured before. JavaScript is an interpreted language, which means you can make
changes to your code and run it again to see the effects of your changes without having to rework the code. Another difference between programming languages is where they can be run. For example, a program intended to run on a web page requires a web server running the appropriate language.
JavaScript is similar to some other programming languages, so knowing JavaScript will make it pretty easy to learn similar languages. Where JavaScript has the advantage is that support for languages is built into web browsers – all you need to test your program when you write it is a web browser to run
the code on – and almost everyone has a browser already installed on their computer. To test a JavaScript program, you don't need to install a server environment, upload files to a server elsewhere, or compile code. This makes JavaScript the ideal choice as the first programming language. One area
where learning JavaScript is more difficult than other programming languages is that different web browsers interpret some JavaScript code slightly differently. It introduces additional tasks into JavaScript encoding that some other programming languages don't need – i.e. testing certain browsers expect
to perform certain tasks. In many ways, JavaScript is one of the easiest programming languages to learn as your first language. How it functions as interpreted in a web browser means that you can easily write even the most complex code by writing it a small piece at a time and testing it in a web browser
as you go. Even small pieces of JavaScript can be a useful improvement to web pages, and so you can be productive right away. Soon.
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